The Tax Cuts and Jobs Act (the “2017 Tax Act”) provides a rather amazing step forward in the world of international taxation. Our longstanding treaty and transfer pricing regimes evolved from the work of the League of Nations shortly after World War I to achieve the perceived needs of the capital-exporting vicror countries (including debt repayment). A foundational element was a distinction between countries of residence (“Residence”) of a multinational enterprise (“MNE”) and the source of income (“Source”). This historic distinction has been controversial for many years.

The most recent effort of the global tax community to update its models was in the G-20/Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (“OECD”) Base Erosion and Profit-Shifting (“BEPS”) process. It intentionally did not address the Residence versus Source issue. In the interim, an increasingly wide range of countries (including leaders of the BEPS process) have either adopted or considered so-called unilateral measures to achieve their own base protection needs.

The United States took a drastic step in this unilateral process in the 2017 Tax Act. Interestingly, the overall structure reflects an evolutionary interpretation of the current OECD/United Nations (UN) Model Tax Treaties and OECD Transfer Pricing Guidelines from the Congressionally perceived need for U.S. tax base protection. The role of the Base Erosion and Anti-Abuse Tax (“BEAT”) is certainly an important element of such base protection framework.

In this brief comment, we explore the background of a century of global efforts to prevent tax base abuse and double taxation and how the BEAT fits within the range of both historic and current efforts to address those issues.

A. Background

The structure of global tax treaties has been critical in the twentieth century and is likely to be even more important in the twenty-first century. The current OECD and UN Model Tax Treaties are based on the concept that residual income should be allocated to the country of Residence of a MNE, not the country of Source. Transfer pricing and other principles are elements of this conceptual framework.

In the pre-BEPS period, the debate over Residence versus Source was largely (but not entirely) between Source Countries, on the one hand, and the OECD and UN on the other, with MNEs (the payors of tax to finance the budgets of all countries) in the middle. Some Source
Countries rejected the OECD/UN model concepts. Others generally expressed support, though their actual practice of transfer pricing and related matters suggested otherwise. The underlying reality was a desire to tax income based on the Source of the underlying economic activity not on the Residence of the MNE parent company.\textsuperscript{2} Essential explanations for this posture included:

1. The Residence concept had, from its inception, a serious flaw: it did not take into account interim holding companies in low-tax jurisdictions.

2. The imposition of Residence as an allocation criterion was largely a product of post-World War I international politics. The world changed dramatically in the interim and former “colony” countries emerged to become economic powerhouses.

As a result of these factors, many MNEs experience the following attitude of tax authorities in Source Countries: “If you want to do business in my country, you will pay tax on my terms. If you do not like my terms, do not come to my country; others will take your place.”

1. \textit{International Chamber of Commerce (1920-1923)}

The origins of the treaty models can be traced to the work of the International Chamber of Commerce (“ICC”) immediately following the cessation of hostilities in World War I in November 1918. The ICC was formed in Paris in 1919 to promote trade and investment, open markets for goods and services, and facilitate the free flow of capital. One of the foundational elements of the ICC was the elimination of double taxation.\textsuperscript{3}

The first ICC Congress was held in London from June 27 to July 1, 1921.\textsuperscript{4} Double taxation was one of the first subjects addressed.\textsuperscript{5} The ICC considered a set of principles that were debated and ultimately revised.\textsuperscript{6} The Second Congress was held in Rome in 1923. In these early discussions, the bedrock principle was that where a company does business in more than one country:

1. The profits should be taxed in each country in proportion to the profit realized therein (source).
2. If the countries cannot agree, the allocation would be presumed to be proportional to sales (turn-over).

3. However, in no case should such proportions exceed the total fixed by the “competent authority in the country of domicile” (residence).

In the discussion of the proposed resolutions, it was recognized that the fundamental problem was the creation of separate fiscal regimes in each country. While the problem could be resolved by the introduction of uniform fiscal legislation, this was viewed as “utopian.” The principle to be observed was that income should only be taxed once. The issue, then, was to determine “what constitutes the right of one country to tax the income of a taxpayer in preference to any other country.”

The following statement at the time framed the issue:

It does not seem probable that there would be serious difference of opinion on this matter. A widespread view considers that the country from whose territories the income is derived should in every case have the right to levy a tax thereon. At the same time, it is agreed that as regards income derived elsewhere, the country of domicile should have the privileged position.

It was hoped that a set of regulations would be developed by an “international fiscal commission,” along with the availability of an administrative appeal in the country or by an international commission with national or international court or arbitration review. Interestingly, the proceedings included a copy of the 1921 Austro-Hungarian treaty, which explicitly provided for (1) taxation by the Residence Country; and (2) where there was a presence in another country, the right of each country to tax the portion of the income produced in its borders.

As the ICC work evolved, the League of Nations was getting organized. The ICC was in continuing contact with the League, “which is carrying on its work [in these matters], but which has not yet succeeded in collecting the reports which it has entrusted to all known economists.”

---
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2. Entry of League of Nations.\(^{13}\)

The Fiscal Committee of the League of Nations commissioned four economists to study the double taxation problem. The experts faced the same conundrum as had the ICC: the allocation of taxing jurisdiction between countries. They framed the issue more specifically than had the ICC, advising that the issue involved a conflict of interest between debtor (capital importing) and creditor (capital exporting) countries (or, often, imperial versus colony countries; today, perhaps, as developed versus developing or emerging countries).\(^{14}\)

Members of the group argued in favor of residence-based taxation. In the end, there was a compromise such that the Source Country should have the right to impose “impersonal taxes” (that is, withholding taxes) on the various classes of income while the Residence Country should provide a foreign tax credit for such taxes.\(^{15}\) Several experts also championed a proposal that a foreign enterprise should not be considered to have a permanent establishment (PE) in a Source Country simply because it transacts business in the Source Country through an independent agent, which position was adopted.\(^{16}\) Further, the Fiscal Committee made it clear that a Source Country would have no right to tax business profits from industrial and commercial activities on a net basis unless the foreign parent had a PE in the Source Country.

In October 1928, the League of Nations’ technical experts met again and issued a final report.\(^{17}\) The 1928 Model Conventions became the benchmark for treaty negotiations in Europe, and were instrumental in the development of the earliest U.S. tax treaties.\(^{18}\) Once this treaty framework was in place, the balance of power between Source and Residence Countries was significantly changed through a continuing redefinition of the scope of activities that would fall within the purview of a PE and through continuing efforts to minimize the amount of source-based withholding taxes that would apply to cross-border payments.

In short, the League of Nations rejected the approach of the ICC in favor of the allocation of residual profits of an MNE to the Residence versus the Source Country as opposed to a balance taking into account the overall (or combined) income and respective functional activities.

3. Way Forward

As noted, Source Countries have increasingly rejected the Residence versus Source model. In addition, the posture of Residence and Source countries has changed in the interim in dramatic ways, in many cases reversing—creditor countries have become debtors of former colonies. In other words, the tension inherent in the evolution of the world from the 1920s has long suggested
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the need for global dialogue to update the foundational concepts of model income tax treaties. In this connection, a thoughtful person might want to contemplate the consequences of a Source Country effort to develop their own model treaty and transfer pricing concepts, perhaps along the lines of the original ICC proposals in 1923.

This process also created one-sided transfer pricing methodologies, continued in the OECD and UN model treaties.

B. BEPS

It is rare that the global transfer pricing strategies of MNEs find their way onto the front pages of financial center newspapers and magazines. This was certainly the case in the pre-BEPS period, with criticism growing in volume and intensity. Indeed, much of the spread of transfer pricing documentation requirements to more than seventy countries over the years has been a result of tax base defense considerations relating to MNE transfer pricing policies.

As a result of these various elements, the G-8 and G-20 countries directed the OECD to study the taxpaying posture of MNEs in the BEPS process. On July 17, 2013, it released the BEPS Action Plan, identifying fifteen topics to be addressed. Sadly, it declared that it was “not directly aimed at changing the existing international standards on the allocation of taxing rights on cross-border income” – i.e., not addressing the foundational Residence versus Source issue.

At the time, there was concern that if the issues surrounding these issues were not addressed, countries could simply undertake unilateral actions in the exercise of their sovereign authority, resulting in global policy disintegration as opposed to the anticipated harmony.

BEPS final reports were issued in 2015, with several Action Plans receiving broad support (country-by-country transfer pricing reporting and mandatory exchange of information) and a multilateral instrument ultimately adopted by a wide range of countries. While these
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elements suggest potential successes of the BEPS project, other forces plainly underway suggest a potentially different evolution that envisioned by BEPS. The popular press regularly addresses what is often described as globalism versus populism, which reflects an apparent trend of voters and governments to focus less on the global good and more on local needs.

The same phenomenon appears to be developing in the world of cross-border taxation: idealistic visions of a globalized tax order (BEPS) versus realism-populism on a country specific basis. Countries seem to be reacting to the former (BEPS) as they did to the League of Nations in 1926. The League assumed there would be consistent adoption of tax policy throughout the world, but countries pursued agendas to achieve their respective objectives. In contrast to the policies incorporated in the BEPS Final Actions, countries, including leaders of the BEPS process, are currently pursuing their own unilateral policies.

Several adopted, or are considering, an incremental tax on what are deemed excessive profits in other countries (the diverted profits tax in the U.K., equalization levy to address specific concerns in India, a digital services tax in the EU and other countries, and so on), often declaring that taxes so collected are not subject to treaty relief.

In short, a critical failing of the BEPS process was a determination not to address the fundamental Residence versus Source issue. This failure is plainly apparent in the unilateral actions underway throughout the world, including the United States.

C. 2017 Tax Act

Ink of the BEPS final reports was not yet dry when the United States took its own path enacting a dynamically new domestic tax regime, which could be viewed as establishing a global combined income profit split with a roughly 50:50 ratio between U.S. and foreign source income. Its pertinent provisions dramatically alter the nature of the U.S. cross-border tax system, including a new, standard U.S. tax rate of 21 percent (which could be reduced to 13.125 percent for location of qualifying economic activity in the U.S.).
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33 An interesting element in this regard is that this roughly 50:50 global profit-split mechanism is consistent with the long-term results of transfer pricing litigation in the U.S. courts. See Cym Lowell & Mark Martin, U.S. International Transfer Pricing ¶¶ 2.03 and Appendix B.03 (Thomson Reuters 2018) (“U.S. International Transfer Pricing”). See also Bret Wells, Get with the BEAT, 158 TAX NOTES 1023 (Feb. 19, 2018).
With respect to non-U.S.-based MNE groups, the 2017 Tax Act established the BEAT regime to protect its tax base from reduction via outbound payments. Under new Section 59A(a) an “applicable taxpayer” is required to pay an additional U.S. tax with respect to “base erosion payments” (noted below). The tax is equal to the base erosion minimum tax amount which is the excess of 10 percent (5 percent for years beginning in 2018; 12.5 percent for years beginning after 2025) of its modified taxable income over its regular tax liability reduced by the excess of credits allowed against such regular tax liability over the sum of certain credits. The respective elements are discussed in the main article in this issue.

The critical definitional element of the BEAT will be of a “base erosion payment,” which includes any amount paid or accrued by a taxpayer to a foreign person that is a related party. The precise inclusiveness is open-ended, but would seem to include at least the following:

- Interest.
- Royalties.
- Payments under a qualified cost-sharing agreement.
- Service payments (other than as excluded for cost only under the Section 482 regulations definition of the service cost method (“SCM”).
- Items disguised as derivatives (as discussed below).
- Purchase of depreciable/amortizable property.
- Reinsurance premiums.
- Payments to inverted groups (“surrogate foreign corporation” inverting after November 9, 2017).
- Other payments identified in future regulations to be issued pursuant to broad discretionary authority to “carry out the provisions of this section.”
- Cost of goods sold (“COGS”) exclusion: Any amount constituting a reduction in gross receipts, including payments for COGS (not applicable in the case of “surrogate foreign” groups).
- SCM exclusion.
- Qualified derivative payment exclusion: Any payment on a derivative meeting certain requirements.
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Taxed amounts and withholding exclusion: Any tax benefit subject to Sections 871 of 881 with respect to which tax has been withheld.

As noted the practical impact of BEAT is to impose, in essence, a 10 percent minimum tax (calculated at a rate of approximately 52.3 percent less than the new 21 percent regular tax rate). It also fits into a model of imposing a 50-50 or so profit split on the combined income arising from certain other U.S. economic activities. 39

The BEAT will potentially have a material impact on inbound groups, as well as on certain outbound groups. It is inevitable that material characterization issues will arise, as the authorization for future regulations specifically includes matters relating to characterization of specific types of payment. There will be an inevitably long list of additional issues to be addressed, including:

- Will it be necessary, or appropriate, to segregate COGS payments to determine whether there are potential “royalty” or other BEAT-covered elements embedded in COGS?
- Will BEAT determinations be made on a group-wide or individual company bases?
- Inbound versus outbound.
- Policing the $500 million BEAT floor (e.g., segregation of activities into separate corporations), as well as the other issues framed in the new law.
- Aggregation or disaggregation of specific payments.
- Netting of payments.
- Coordination with the new 2017 Tax Act provisions adding categories of subpart F and other international tax regimes.
- How will BEAT be applied with respect to digital or cloud transactions?
- How should BEAT (and other new provisions) be addressed in transfer pricing documentation (including country-by-country local, master and CbC files)?
- BEAT’s impact on U.S. groups that earn foreign income through branches.
- BEAT’s impact on foreign groups that earn U.S. income through branches.
- Should BEAT (and other new provisions) be addressed in new or renewed advance pricing and related agreements?

Reaction to the BEAT spans the spectrum. For MNE groups having serious problems with its provisions, reaction is understandably critical. 40 In this regard, there is an active debate underway as to whether the BEAT violates the anti-discrimination provisions of U.S. treaties or international trade agreements, as addressed in other articles in this issue. 41 Nonetheless, there are
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also indications that other countries are studying the overall framework of the 2017 Tax Act, including the BEAT, as a model of tax base protection.

CONCLUSION

Our global tax world is plainly in a state of transition. While certain elements of BEPS have been broadly embraced (especially the country-by-country reporting and exchange of information provisions), individual countries, including leaders of the BEPS process, are undertaking unilateral actions to protect their own domestic tax bases. The ultimate reality may not be an outcome that was anticipated when the BEPS process was announced with great fanfare.

In the case of the 2017 Tax Act, it provides a means of achieving a global profit split (at roughly 50:50) of combined income as defined. While the mechanics of the pertinent provisions are materially different from those enunciated by the International Chamber of Commerce in 1923, they achieve a roughly similar result, including essentially eliminating the Residence versus Source paradigm that the OECD consciously failed to address in BEPS.

The BEAT is a critical element in this regard and contains sufficient flexibility to, depending upon regulations to be issued currently or in the future, become a seriously effective domestic tax base protection mechanism. It will be interesting to see how threatened challenges to the BEAT will evolve. In the event that other countries continue enacting unilateral base protection measures (whether similar in nature to the 2017 Tax Act or otherwise), it is evident that there will be danger of double taxation with an inevitable surge in cross-border tax disputes. These were issues that the ICC and League of Nations sought to avert in the 1920s, as did the BEPS process in the 2010s.